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The Department’s Acquisition Business

• ~$1.7T portfolio of major programs* (Source: DAVE)

• 1566 active programs (Source: DAVE)
  – 111 MDAPs/Pre-MDAPs
  – 33 MAIS/Unbaselined MAIS
  – 54 Special Interest
  – 9 Other Major
  – 1360 ACAT IIs and IIIs (Source: estimate included in March 2015 GAO report)

* MDAPs across the FYDP
Our Support to the Business

- **Internal Oversight/Insight**
  - 550+ Program Reviews per year

- **Reporting**
  - 140+ Program Reports to Congress per year

- **Program Decisions**
  - 25+ Program Decisions per year

- **Resourcing Analysis/Decisions**
  - 140+ Resourcing Decisions per year

- **Analysis of the Acquisition Business**
  - Undersecretary’s Annual Report on the Performance of the Acquisition System

**ARA/Enterprise Information Enables Defense Acquisition through Data**
Requires Culture Change – No Simple Chore
Data is the Hook
Technology Connects
We’re Here to Help
How We Support the Business

Data Access – A single, intuitive interface for all data
• 4 Reporting and Document-storage Capabilities
• 7 Analysis Support Capabilities
• APIs for developers/users of raw data
• Support to help users make the most of the data

Data Management – Flexible technical approach for understanding, sharing, and protecting data
• APIs to support DAVE functions
• Security and access

Data Stewardship – Agreement and accountability for definitions and authoritative data
• 582 Acquisition data elements under governance
“In God we trust, all others must bring Data”

W. Edwards Deming

Leadership Is Committed to Data